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The World Dignity Forum aims to uncover the DNA
of Dignity and create a new narrative around how to
embed it globally.
We believe that dignity is the foundation of fullspectrum wellbeing for individuals and the planet. It
is a thread that connects every being on the planet
and should run through every action we take.
The purpose of the WDF is to convene and
showcase some of the most impactful solutions to
the powerful challenges facing us in this new
millennium - holding dignity at their core. Together
we can transform the quality of life on our planet.
Solution Visionaries and Game-changers, or
‘Solutionaries’ as we call them, will share
pioneering, practical tools and action courses to
create a peaceful, abundant, and sustainable world.
Areas of expertise fall under the key themes of
ethics, economics, environmental, and existential
threats. We believe that
new answers and opportunities lie in the crosspollination of people from a variety of sectors and
the WDF will foster the birth of this new dignity

Digital 50+ m Impressions

WDF will convene, collaborate, reveal and amplify
the impact that these solutions will have on our
daily life, as well as our planet mother earth.
The WISDOME Immersive Art Park will host our
inaugural event. This new venue, located in Los
Angeles, has five geodesic domes. It is dedicated to
providing transformational experiences and
unforgettable events, featuring state-of-the-art VR
& 360 immersive audio and visual experiences.
The inauguration of the WDF will launch a program
of national and regional events, as well as broadcast
shows, social media engagement, PR and print
media campaign in India building up to the World
Dignity Forum 2020. Initially having been curated in
India, our deep networks there provide us
international media coverage.
WDF delivers 100M impressions on Broadcast and
over 50M impressions on Digital outreach through
our global partnerships and collaborators. We invite
you to showcase your participation and support of
this historic event and be part of this 100M
outreach.

Broadcast 100+ m Impressions

paradigm.
Livestream
Simulcast on partner channels including Unify,
Uplift TV and others

Twelve 30 minute specials aired twice on
two channels

FB Livecast of the Inauguration & Dignity Nexus

Twenty five 3 minutes show reels of
Dignity Works, profiling solutions and
their impact

Web series Profiles of Dignity featured on social media,
online TV channels
Times50+
NOW
other partner
Digital of
Media
m and
Impressions
organizations (12 months)
Web series Profiles of Dignity featured on social media and
online TV channels of Times NOW and other partner
organizations (12 months)
Dialogues on Dignity podcasts
Ongoing FB Lives Dignity Works on the different social media
channels
Microsite widget on our media network for 6 months
●
●

Trending campaigns for #DignifyLife run by Times
and all our social media partners at regular intervals
Driving for a billion Dignity Pledges by 2021 using
the #DignifyLife

One Hundred 30 second promos
Three Hundred 10 second promos
Radio 1500 minutes of programming with
leading RJs around the live events
Coverage by major international news
networks and news bulletins including
CNN, BBC, CNBC

Leave your Dignity DNA Imprint
Participate with a legacy investment that will impact the unfolding of
dignity globally – now and for generations to come
Work with us to design your sponsorship and mutually agreed
upon deliverables
Provide the necessary brand collateral and materials
Join us at the WISDOME for the inauguration of this historic
event

